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That’s A Sin

A whole new twist to the same old stories
Evil scientist in their laboratories

Creating monsters that live in the night
I often reflect on mankind's plight

As mankind drifts further from his soul
We seek things to fill the hole

The path of lies forever bends
Truth is straight and narrow my friends

As I see it getting bent in every way
I simply find myself compelled to pray

What will become of our sons and 
daughters
Will their souls be led to slaughter

As scientist seek out another way
To disprove what the bible has to say

Trillions spent in search of a ghost
Another theory of true reproach

Rainbow stars now fill the skies
I wonder what is hidden inside their lies

We can now place a robot up on Mars
But can't help the drunk at the local bar

Trillions more spent on a new space station
But we can't feed the hungry right here in 
our nation

Seems to me before we go further 
conquering space
We should maybe try to help out the human 
race

Our quest for knowledge has drove us 
insane
We are now so smart we don't use our 
brain

A nation founded "In God We Trust"
It's government now says "Let it be covered 
in dust"

Even this lowly creature up out of the pen
Knows in his heart – “That's a sin”
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• Jack Ma only owns 6% of the company he 
founded.

• He flunked his university admission exam. 
Twice.

• He applied for a job at KFC, and was 
rejected.

• His true love is show biz… and dogs.

• Forest Gump is his lifelong hero.

• His parents were performers in an illegal 
form of Chinese entertainment.

• His avatar is “Feng Qinyang”

• Jack Ma learned English as a teenager by 
giving free tours to visitors on the West Lake 
in Eastern China.

• He started out his career as an English 
teacher.

• Jack Ma didn’t see his first computer until 
he was 31.

• He was kidnapped on his first trip to the 
United States.

• His first start-up was a complete flop.

• Jack Ma started Alibaba with a group of his 
English students.

• He gave up a big chunk of his company to 
his 18 “co-founders.”

• He is barely computer literate.

• His wife thinks he’s ugly but she fell for his 
other skills.

• He hired his wife as “political commissar” of 
Alibaba.

• His real name is Ma Yun.

• Jack Ma is worth $25 Billion.

• His initial plan was to hand over the 
company to professionals after four years.

Before You Give Up, Read This.

If Jack Ma can do it, YOU too can. 

Don’t You Give Up on Yourself, EVER.
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When it Comes to Writing Website Content, Don’t be a Sheldon

If Jack Ma can do it, YOU too can. 

Don’t You Give Up on Yourself, EVER.

If you’ve ever watched The Big Bang Theory, you’ve
probably laughed at the scenes involving ongoing
dialogue between Sheldon and Penny. PhD Sheldon
talking to Cheesecake Factory waitress Penny is just plain
funny. It’s funny because they are in no way
communicating on the same level and because there is a
complete mismatch of education levels and
comprehension. It’s funny because it’s TV and it is
designed to entertain us. The communication breakdown
between Sheldon and Penny isn’t just comedy. It exists in
our real world lives and we see it around us everyday. I
see it on corporate websites and when this happens, it is
anything but humorous.

Writing Website Content is Difficult
Writing website content isn’t for everyone and it certainly
isn’t something you throw as a to do item for the summer
intern. Sheldon and Penny are a great example of why
this is the case. If you are a company that sells products
and services to other companies, you’ve possibly fallen
into the content trap of mismatch dialogue for your
visitors. I generally see one of three routes companies
take when creating their website content:

PhD Written Content – Companies tend to hand the task
of content creation over to the smartest person in the
company. The idea here is that the smartest person will
know the most about the product or service offering and
thus will provide endless amounts of valuable information.
The problem with this idea is that the smartest person in
the company is horrible at writing web content.
Particularly the company’s product or service pages. This
is because he is the only one who can understand and
digest what he writes. Overly smart people (yes I’m
talking to you Dr. Sheldon Cooper) cannot write for real
people such as Penny or even in some cases Howard. If
you request the resident PhD to write content, you need
to “dumb it down” so average people can read and
digest it.

Intern Written Content – Another route I see is a firm
assigning the task to an intern or administrative assistant.
While these individuals can write content that average
people can read and digest, they do not know the
benefits and solutions provided by a company’s product
or service offering. These individuals may and may not be
smart, but this isn’t the issue. The issues lies in exposure.
This type of person is not inside the company’s activity
enough to clearly explain why a product or service is an
ideal solution for a given type of customer. There simply
isn’t enough substance to the content because this
individual doesn’t have access to enough data to know
how the product or service relates to real world scenarios.

Status Quo – The last, and albeit worse route, is leaving
the content in it’s current state. Website content that was
written five years ago doesn’t entice the search engines
and it certainly doesn’t wow visitors. Fresh content is
critical and no matter how hard it may be to write website
content, it is worth every minute spent on the task. If you
and your company are considering launching a new
website or rebranding the current website, take the time
to plan for and write solid website content.

If You Can, Create a Marriage Between Sheldon and
Penny - If you have a PhD in house, have him write
content, but give it to someone else to proof and reword
so the average person can read it. It’s good for your
visitor and it’s good for SEO. We literally did this at the
ERP software company I worked for years ago. Our
president was a PhD in astrophysics and he was wicked
smart. He knew our product inside and out and no one
could touch his knowledge of our customer base. He also
wrote like a PhD and no one could read it. I would rewrite
or “dumb down” his proposed website content so normal
people could read it. And guess what happened? Once
we did this, visitor retention improved, website
conversations went up, more leads came in, and sales
revenue increased. Writing content for the visitor
produces results.
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I .T

A Department with many Firsts

To develop an in house app to check the pH Level of soil in Organic Farming.
[ Rahul Davane and Team under Prof. Allan Lopes guidance]

To develop a website [in house] for CSI
[ Shashank and Team under Prof. Maya Varghese and Joel Philip’s guidance]

To have 3 teams be selected and 2 teams win in Smart India Hackathon
2017 – 4th Consolation Prize | 2018 – 3rd Consolation Prize

To have multiple student groups publish in Springer Publications
[ Shashank and Team | Rashi and Team | Indrajeet Vadgama and Team]

To have faculty with Corporate Sponsorship
[ Microsoft $5000 Sponsorship – Prof. Joel Philip]

To have student playing for Pro Leagues
[ Vineet Joshi – Pro Kabbadi League Thane]

To have a faculty be invited as International Motivational Speaker
[ Prof. Joel Philip - Dubai]

To have a faculty author an International Book
[ Prof. Joel Philip – ISBN: 9786202003162]
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Cleanliness Drive 
Rangaon Beach

Prof. Allan Lopes and Team



Content Design

Prof. Sandesh Patil Prof. Nidhi Sanghavi Prof. Joel Philip

An Edition For The Students, By The Faculties


